Product overview

The Link Between
Listening and Doing
Betterworks Engage helps leaders have honest conversations with
their teams, identify opportunities, and prioritize the actions that build
trust, improve engagement, and drive business decisions.

Betterworks Engage solutions are built
to move your engagement strategy from
feedback to action.
We combine behavioral science, advanced analytics and industry
benchmarks to guide you on the most critical engagement
drivers that matter to your employees and tools to improve them.

FACT
Employees who have trust in their
employer are more engaged, stronger
advocates for the brand and remain far
more loyal than those who lack trust.
Source: 2019 Edelman Trust
Barometer Global Report

Ensuring that we keep our global team engaged
while listening to them in real-time was always a
challenge. But Betterworks has helped us change
this from a challenge to a strength.

Phillip Vincent
Head of HR, Third Bridge

Build a more
engaged culture

Make your employees feel like they belong with surveys, pulse
polls and real time conversations that help your leaders listen
and take action without leaving the workstream:

Surveys

Create custom Action Plans based on real time
survey results
Ask the most relevant questions everytime

Activate instant surveys
and gather continuous
feedback at any stage of
the employee lifecycle.

with access 100+ benchmarked questions or

Polls

Stay proactive by spotting emerging trends early

customize your own right on the spot
Survey specific teams or the entire organization
using time and event based launch triggers

and create proactive step-by-step actions plans
with powerful analytics

Tap a real-time, continuous
pulse on your teams or the
whole organization any
time, anywhere.

Voice

Configure and launch pulse polls to specific eams
or the whole organization in just a few clicks
Customize the frequency and capture consistent
pulses using time or event based launch triggers

Insights analyze conversations and identify the
best opportunities to make a positive impact.
Dedicated two-way channels create honest
conversations and help leaders open the

Start honest
conversations and tap
the wisdom of the crowd
with two-way channels.

conversation with employees
Algorithms pre-digest multiple conversations to
help you understand the sentiment behind what
you are hearing

Recommendations

Instantly see pulse, survey and voice data in
sophisticated visualizations that slice and dice
just what you need

73%
52%

betterworks.com

Consumable, bite sized advice that helps

Powerful analytics
that drive action.
Continuous listening.
Perspective insights.

leaders prioritize what to do next and make a
bigger impact
Focus leaders with role-based access that lets
them slice and dice their most relevant data
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